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ABSTRACT
Software process models are sophisticated and large specifications aimed at organizing and managing software development. Their formal specification demands an enormous
effort, but once specified there are few approaches and even
fewer tools that aid the process engineer to analyze the quality of the process. For the last five years we have aided software companies in specifying their software processes and we
have found a series of error patterns that indicate the potential presence of misconceptions or misspecifications. This
paper presents these patterns, characterizes the kinds of errors they potentially reveal, and details how errors could be
localized within a software process model. To assist process
engineers to analyze the quality of their processes, we provide Avispa, a tool that graphically renders different aspects
of a process model and highlights potential errors as intuitive and comprehensible indicators. The approach and the
supporting tool are illustrated by applying them for analyzing the software process models of three Chilean software
companies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.9 [Software Engineering]: Management—software process models; D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics—software process quality

General Terms
Management, Verification

Keywords
Software process models, quality assessment, model-driven
engineering

1.

INTRODUCTION

Counting on a well defined software process model is determinant for achieving software quality and process productivity. Therefore, many companies have undertaken software
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process specification and improvement as a priority project.
However, conceptualizing the software process model demands an enormous effort for making explicit common practices and defining practices that do not exist within the company yet. Standards such as ISO/IEC15504 [11] and maturity models such as CMMI [21] are generally used as guidelines for defining this process. But there are still no standard wide-spread mechanism for determining the quality of
the specified process, and thus the return-of-investment of
software process definition is not always clear.
For the last five years we have worked in aiding small
software companies in Chile to define their development processes in an effort to improve national industry standards1 .
As part of this practical experience, we have found that there
are some typical recurrent errors in software processes, some
of them due to conceptual errors in the process design and
other errors introduced during process specification. But
none of them are easily identified, let alone localized, because of the enormous amount of process elements involved,
multiple views, and informal notations that may sometimes
introduce ambiguity.
In a previous work, we have proposed process model blueprints [10] as a means for visualizing and analyzing different perspectives of a software process model. The three
blueprints considered (Role Blueprint, Task Blueprint,
and Work Product Blueprint) are applied to software
process models defined using SPEM 2.0 [16], the OMG standard notation for process specification. The process blueprints we proposed enable the identification of exceptional
entities [4], i.e., exceptions in the quantitative data collected. Blueprints were successfully used to identify a number of flaws in an industrial process model, but a lot of
experience from the process engineer is required for identifying these flaws. Since then, we have assessed several other
industrial process models, and we discovered a set of recurrent patterns ranging from suboptimal modeling to misconceptions and misspecifications.
This paper is about presenting, formalizing and validating
these recurrent error patterns. We rigorously define recurrent errors appearing in software process models, and we explain their potential consequences. We also show how each
of these error patterns can be identified within a software
process blueprint.
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We have built Avispa (Analysis and VIsualization for Software Process Assessment)2 , a tool that builds blueprints and
highlights error patterns. Counting on this tool, the process engineer only needs to analyze highlighted elements,
demanding less experience and also less previous knowledge
for effective process model analysis, and adding usability as
well.

look in Avispa. A detailed description of the Avispa tool
is included in Sect. 3 and its application for localizing error patterns in three industrial software process models is
reported in Sect. 4. Related work is discussed in Sect. 5.
Finally, some conclusions and further work are presented in
Sect. 6.

2.

Figure 1: Avispa in localizing software process model
improvement opportunities

Using visualization to identify error patterns is not new.
A large body of research use visual patterns to identify positive or negative properties of software systems [12, 19, 25].
However, none of the related work we are aware of elaborated on visual patterns for identifying problems in software
process models.
Figure 1 depicts the pile of technologies involved in our
proposal. Software process models specified in SPEM 2.0
are assumed to exist. We consider SPEM 2.0 for our work
since it is the standard of OMG, and it has also been promoted within the Chilean software industry by the Tutelkán
project. On top of them we define a series of software process metrics that will be used for identifying errors and improvement opportunities. Software process blueprints are
built using these metrics. Error patterns are identified as
those elements or constructs within blueprints whose values
for certain metrics satisfy some constraints. The identified
elements are visually highlighted using Avispa.
We have applied Avispa for analyzing the process models
defined in three different Chilean software companies. We
have been able to find several of the defined error patterns,
and most of them resulted in actual errors, giving support
to our intuition that a formal tool that helps the process
engineer is useful. Avispa has been highly welcomed in all
companies we have worked with, and process engineers also
pointed out that it is relevant for them to count on Avispa
for maintaining their software process model, an application
we have not envisioned before. We report some of these
experiences.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2
presents a description of empirically found recurrent errors,
as well as a description of their implications, and how they
2
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PROCESS MODEL ERROR PATTERNS

For the past five years we have conducted applied research
in the area of software process models in small software companies in Chile [8, 23] and Iberoamerica [20, 24] as part of
the Tutelkán and Competisoft projects. Along this work we
have identified a number of common errors and problematic
situations in software process model specifications, either
due to misconceptions or misspecifications. In this section
we report a series of these patterns, how they may be identified in Avispa, and mainly how we are able to automatically
highlight them as part of the blueprint where they appear.
In this work, we say that there is a misspecification in the
software process model if the development process is well
designed but its specification does not necessarily reflect the
actual practices, e.g., there exist some guidance for a role
but it is not specified as part of the model. We say that
there is a misconception whenever there is a flaw in the software process design, e.g., a task produces a work product
that neither a task nor a role needs.
Section 2.1 is a summary of our previous work [10] on process model blueprints. It is necessary to introduce it since we
augmented blueprint visualizations with new information to
identify error patterns. Readers familiar with Process Model
Blueprints may safely skip Sect. 2.1. Section 2.2 presents the
error patterns we have identified.

2.1

Process Model Blueprints

Role Blueprint, Task Blueprint and Work Product Blueprint are three graphical views of a software process model. Each of them focuses on a particular aspect
of the process model, namely roles, tasks and work products. Each blueprint is depicted as a polymetric view [12],
a lightweight software visualization technique enriched with
software metrics information, that has been successfully used
to provide software maps.
In the Role Blueprint, nodes are roles whose size represents the number of tasks in which they are involved, and
edges between two nodes indicate role collaboration (two
roles working together in a task). Figure 3 shows an example of a Role Blueprint.
In the Task Blueprint, nodes are tasks whose height
and width represent the number of input and output work
products of the task, respectively. Edges between two nodes
represent precedence: a task T1 precedes another task T2 if
there is an output work product of T1 that is an input work
product of T2. Figure 2 depicts a Task Blueprint.
In the Work Product Blueprint nodes represent work
products whose dimensions represent the number of tasks
that write and read the work product, respectively. An
edge between two work products WP1 and WP2 implies
that there is a task that consumes WP1 and produces WP2.

2.2

Potential Errors

There is a number of anomalies in software process specifications that we have realized that are fairly frequent. We
here describe some of them along with their consequences

Figure 2: Task Blueprint where potential errors are suggested but not localized

and how they would look in the blueprint where they may
be found. We also provide a tentative quantification for how
bad may be considered too bad, so that it serves as a basis
for automating their localization.

role should have been assigned to take part of certain task
but appears to be left apart. This error pattern is also apparent in the Role Blueprint, and we highlight isolated
roles in green. In Fig. 3, the Client role is isolated.

Overloaded roles. If a role is involved in a large number
of tasks, it becomes a risk: if it fails, all the associated tasks
within the process will fail as well. This is a clear anomaly
in the process model conception. Better choices would be
either specializing the role by dividing its responsibilities, or
reassigning some tasks to other roles. We would say that a
role is overloaded if it is more than one standard deviation
larger than the average size. This error pattern is computed
as part of the Role Blueprint, and we highlight overloaded
roles in red. In Fig. 3 we can see that the Developer role is
much larger than the others, and thus it may be overloaded.

Roles, Tasks and Work Products without guidance.
If a role, task or work product has no guidance about how
to be executed, there is a big chance that it will not be
properly done. This error is generally a misspecification,
meaning that there should have been certain guidance associated with each element. In the respective Blueprint we
highlight elements without guidance in blue.
Multiple purpose tasks. A process where tasks have too
many output work products may reveal that these tasks are
not specified with the appropriate granularity as may be
the case of Ta and Tb in Fig. 2. A task with too many
output work products may be too complex since its goal is
not unique. This may reflect a misconception in the process
model. This pattern is seen in the Task Blueprint where
we highlight wide nodes (too many output work products)
in red. We consider a task to be too complex if it is wider
than one standard deviation from the average task width.
Work products required for too many tasks. Work
products required for a high number of tasks may cause
serious bottlenecks when they are not available, and thus
it could reveal a misconception. This situation is seen in the
Work Product Blueprint where we highlight in yellow
nodes whose width (number of tasks that require it as an
input) is more than one standard deviation from the average.

Figure 3: Role Blueprint

Isolated roles. There may be certain tasks that a role executes by itself, but it is not frequently right to have a role
that never collaborates in any task with other roles. In general, this kind of error pattern shows a misspecification: a

Independent subprojects. In a Task Blueprint and a
Work Product Blueprint, tasks and work products are
related with edges indicating precedence. Considering that
the process model specifies the way to proceed when working on one unique project, it is conceptually odd to have
disconnected subgraphs, both in the Task Blueprint and
the Work Product Blueprint. In general, these situations arise due to underspecifications, when work products
have not been specified as input or output work products
for certain tasks when they should have been. We represent each subgraph with a different color in both, the Task

Table 1: Error patterns identified by Avispa
Error pattern
No guidance
associated
Overloaded role
Isolated role
Multiple purpose
tasks
Demanded Work
products
Independent
subprojects

Description
An element with no guidance
associated.
A role involved in too many
tasks.
A role that does not collaborate.

Localization
any blueprint

Identification
A blue node.

Role Blueprint

Tasks with too many output
work products.
Work products required for too
many tasks.
Independent subgraphs.

Task Blueprint

Nodes over one deviation larger
than the mean.
A node that is not connected with
an edge.
Nodes whose more than one deviation
wider than the mean.
Nodes more than one deviation higher
than the mean.
Subgraphs that are not connected with
edges.

Role Blueprint

Work Product Blueprint
Task Blueprint or
Work Product Blueprint

Blueprint and the Work Product Blueprint, in order
to identify the existence of independent subprojects. So having a graph with more than one color nodes indicates that
there are independent subprojects specified.
Table 1 summarizes the error patterns that have been
identified so far.

3.

LOCALIZING ERRORS WITH AVISPA

This section sketches the internals of the implementation
of Avispa. The scripts for implementing two of the error
patterns are subsequently offered as examples of the way
errors are computed. Finally, a description of the tool from
the user point of view is provided.

3.1

Implementation of AVISPA
MooseEntity

PMObject

family of metamodels of MOOSE3 by subclassing MooseEntity and MooseGroup. The names of the classes that belong to Avispa begin with PM, standing for Process Model.
PMObject contains operations and attributes common to all
SPEM elements (essentially a particular identifier). PMRole,
PMTask and PMArtifact describe elementary components of
SPEM 2.0. Each of these classes offers methods for computing metrics and navigating through a model. For example,
each task is aware of its following tasks (i.e., tasks that farther need to be completed) and its associated artifacts. A
group of roles, tasks and artifacts are expressed as instances
of PMRoleGroup, PMTaskGroup and PMArtifactGroup, respectively. The purpose of offering specialized collections is to
enable dedicated visualization to be defined on these groups.
For example, the method viewTaskBlueprintOn: is defined on
PMTaskGroup which defines the enhanced task blueprint describe below.
Avispa is visualized using the Mondrian visualization engine4 [15]. Mondrian operates on any arbitrary set of values
and relations to visually render graphs. As exemplified below, visualizations are specified with the Mondrian domain
specific language.

3.2
PMRole

*
PMRoleGroup

**

PMTask

*
PMTaskGroup

* *

PMArtifact

*
PMArtifactGroup

Error Pattern Implementation in AVISPA

We illustrate the implementation of two error patterns:
independent projects and multiple purpose tasks, i.e., tasks
involving too many output work products. We provide the
script for each of them, and the rationale in each implementation. The implementation of the other error patterns is
conceptually similar to these ones.

Independent subprojects.
MooseGroup

detailled view
PMTask
followingTasks
numberOfArtifactOutputs
numberOfArtifactMandatoryInputs
deviationToMeanInputArtifacts: double
deviationToMeanOutputArtifact: double

PMTaskGroup
viewTaskBlueprintOn:

Figure 4: The Avispa metamodel (gray classes belong to FAMIX)

The SPEM 2.0 error patterns presented in the previous
section are implemented in Avispa extending the MOOSE
platform. As Fig. 4 shows, Avispa extends the FAMIX

This kind of error is seen, for example, when the Task
Blueprint has disconnected subgraphs. Thus, each independent subgraph is colored differently, and having a Task
Blueprint with more than one color means that there are
some missing dependencies. On the other hand, if the Task
Blueprint is all the same color, this will mean that there
are no independent subprojects, and therefore the process
will be fine with respect to this error pattern. The following
script builds a colored Task Blueprint where independent
subprojects are identified. Independent subproject always
reveal an error in the process model specification.
PMTaskGroup>> viewTaskBlueprintOn: view
| ds components orderedComponents normalizer cycleColor |
3
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Also, the distance from the mean value to MeanOutWP is
calculated as follows:

“Compute disjoint sets”
ds := MalDisjointSets new.
ds nodes: self.
ds edges: self from: #yourself toAll: #followingTasks.
ds run.

distT oM eanOutW Pi = numberOutputsi − M eanOutW P (3)

components := ds components.
orderedComponents := Dictionary new.
components doWithIndex: [:roles :index |
roles do: [:role |
orderedComponents at: role put: index]].

These metrics are used as part of the script in order to
determine the color of each node in the Task Blueprint.

viewTaskWarningBlueprintOn: view
view shape rectangle
fillColor: [:each | (each distToMeanOutWP >
“Assign a color to each set”
self myModel sigmaOut)
normalizer := MONIdentityNormalizer new.
ifTrue: [Color red]
(1 to: (components size * 10) ) do: [:v | normalizer moValue: v].
ifFalse:[Color white]];
cycleColor := [:v | normalizer moValue:
borderColor: Color black;
((orderedComponents at: v) + 10)].
width: [:each | each numberOutputs * 10];
height: [:each | each numberInputs * 10].view nodes: self.
view shape arrowedLine.
“Display the blueprint”
view edges: self from: #yourself toAll: #followingTasks.
view shape rectangle
view treeLayout.
borderColor: Color black;
view root interaction item:
borderWidth: 1;
’inspect group’ action: [:v | self inspect]
fillColor: [:v | cycleColor value:v];
width: [:each | each numberOutputs * 10];
The main part of the script is devoted to determining
height: [:each | each numberInputs * 10].
the
color of each node according to its relative size. If the
view nodes: self.
distance from the number of output work products to the
view shape arrowedLine.
mean is larger than one standard deviation, then the node
view edges: self from: #yourself toAll: #followingTasks.
view treeLayout
will be red. Otherwise, the node will be white. Edges will be
drawn according to the followingTasks set that should have
First a cycle is computed so that edges of connected subbeen precalculated. The whole blueprint is presented as a
graphs are painted with the same color. Then, individual
tree.
nodes are built assigning them a size and a color. Tasks are
Obtaining a Task Blueprint that is all white means that
represented as rectangular nodes whose color is that of the
all tasks have similar complexity with respect to the number
subgraph it belongs to. Their width is related to the number
of output work products. Several red tasks clearly suggests
of output work products, and the height shows the number
a poor design because the purpose of the tasks is not always
of input work products. Arrows between two nodes exist if
uniquely defined.
they are related with the followingTasks relationship. The
whole blueprint is shown as a tree.
3.3 AVISPA User Interface

Multiple Purpose Tasks.
Here again the error will be seen in the Task Blueprint,
but now nodes that are wider than one standard deviation from the average number of output work products will
be highlighted as potential errors. Highlighted tasks reveal
complexity in the task specification, but they are not necessarily errors. One standard deviation in a normal distribution function was the empirical value calibrated from a
preliminar analysis.
A serie of metrics are precalculated so that the script can
be executed. numberOutputsi is the number of output work
products of task i in the process. Then, considering that
there are n tasks in the process, we can calculate the mean
number of output work products for the whole process as
follows:
Pn
M eanOutW P =

i=1

numberOutputsi
n

Figure 5: The Avispa main user interface

(1)

And then, the standard deviation can be calculated as
follows:
r Pn
sigmaOut =

i=1 (numberOutputsi

n

− M eanOutW P )2

(2)

Avispa has become a useful tool to import and visualize
SPEM 2.0 based process models. It is built on top of Moose
and the Pharo programming language5 , and so it benefits
from a large toolset for navigation and visualization. Figure 5 shows the main user interface. The Tutelkán model has
been loaded and it is ready to be analyzed. The navigation
panel shows four entry points to begin an analysis: activities,
artifacts, roles and tasks. Navigation is realized through the
5
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information available in the metamodel (see Sect. 3.1). Although not depicted, metrics and other specific information
(e.g., descriptions and annotations) are also available under
the properties tab.

4.

APPLYING AVISPA TO REAL WORLD
SOFTWARE PROCESS MODELS

Avispa was applied on three Chilean software companies: Amisoft, BBR Engineering and DTS. First, we briefly
present the context of each company, and then we describe
the results of applying Avispa to analyze the process models defined in each of them. In order to be able to compare
results we choose to analyze the three processes according
to the same error patterns: disconnected subgraphs in the
Task Blueprint and tasks with too many output work
products. Also, disconnected subgraphs could have been
analyzed in the Work Product Blueprint. The process
models used in this research were developed in the last two
years; these models were obtained from the respective libraries using the exporter feature of EPF. The process models were analyzed in the MaTE (Model and Transformation
Engineering Group) Laboratory and then the results were
discussed with the respective process engineers.

4.1

Application Scenarios

Amisoft is around ten years old and it is formed by thirteen qualified employees. Its main goal has been to deliver
specialized and quality services. Its development areas are:
client/server architecture solutions, enterprise applications
based on J2EE and Systems integration using TCP/IP and
MQ Series. Amisoft has started its software process improvement project in 2009, and it is currently implementing
the ISO9001:2008 standard and the CMMI model. Its software process model has been inspired by OpenUP.
BBR Engineering is one of the main software factories
of BBR, an international consulting company since 1994.
It is formed by twenty four employees specialized in different roles including architects, project managers, developers,
quality assurance specialists and analysts. BBR Engineering
has developed solutions mainly in the area of retail; specifically, its main areas are: points of sale, payment systems,
communications and interfaces, e-business, and integration.
The company has started its software process improvement
project in 2009 using the Tutelkán Reference Process as a
reference for its implementation.
DTS started business around 1990 from a joint venture between a Chilean Aeronautic company, EANER and ELTA
Electronics Industries. DTS works in solutions for military
and civil technology. It has 250 employees, including engineers, certified technicians, operation workers and managers.
DTS started to define its software process model in 2008,
using the Rational Unified Process as a reference. In DTS
there is no specific software process improvement project;
its effort has been oriented toward recovering the software
process actually applied in the organization, in order to formalize it, analyze it, and eventually improve it.

4.2

Results

Amisoft. In this study case, Avispa helped to identify
5 instances of the pattern independent subprojects corresponding to the nodes with a color different than blue in
Fig. 6. These nodes represent the tasks: Configuration Items

Update, Non-Compliant Communications, Delivery Document Generation and Sending, Getting Configuration Items
and Execute Unitary Test to Interfaces and Communications. These disconnected subgraphs (in this case disconnected tasks) represent a high risk because the configuration
management process could be chaotic (everybody needs to
know how to get and put configuration items) and the testing of interfaces and communications could be forgotten just
when it is required the most. Looking for independent subprojects in the Work Product Blueprint is a dual case:
whenever there are errors in one, there are also errors in
the other. Independent projects based on the Work Product Blueprint facilitates to find isolated work products:
Directory Structure, Case Test Template, Client Satisfaction Survey and Glosary. These work products are not adequately linked with the rest of the process elements being
this ambiguous for the process users.
The multiple purpose task pattern was applied on Amisoft
Proces Model (red nodes in Fig. 7). In this case the result
was 9 potential errors of multiple purpose tasks out of 93
tasks in total (9.7%). However, reviewing these tasks, many
of them refer to management tasks where different inputs are
required to evaluate the project advance or to make some
decisions, and as result these tasks modify many work products. So, the granularity cannot be finer, but more guidance
could be added. However, the task Document Requirements
could have been better decomposed into two different tasks
separating abstraction levels (concerns covered or users of
the requirements). On the other hand the task Measure
Data Collection is shown as a multipurpose task and really
it is, because the measurement results are not available directly in a unique work product; instead of this, the data
is available in many work products according to the metrics
established in the measurement plan.
BBR Engineering. Similarly, we have applied Avispa
for finding disconnected graphs and multiple purpuse tasks
to the process model of BBR Engineering, and the results
are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Many tasks were
found disconnected, 29 out of 79 (36.7%), and this situation
shows that the process presents many underspecifications,
increasing the risk of not applying it as intended. Most of
the problems are related to project management and configuration management. The configuration management issues
reveal the process immaturity in BBR Engineering contrary
to project management. However, both process components
must be specified with more precision. Nevertheless, there
are some tasks underspecified which could be problematic
when the process is instanciated: User Needs Understanding, Requirements Priorization, Measure Data Collection,
Unit Data Base Testing, Unit Component Testing and Interfaces and Communication Testing. When the independent
projects pattern was also applied on the Work Product
Blueprint using Avispa, similar problems arose on project
management, but excluding these general problem, the problematic work products were: User Interface Model, Integration Plan and Design Document. This process would inject
many technical problems at instanciation time because it
includes many imprecisions in tasks and work products of
requirements, technical solution, testing and project management areas.
The process in BBR includes 79 tasks, and 9 of them are
identified as problematic (11.4%) according to the multiple
purpose task pattern (red nodes in Fig. 9). Similarly to the

Figure 6: Task Blueprint for localizing disconnected subgraphs in Amisoft.

Figure 7: Task Blueprint for localizing multiple purpose tasks in Amisoft.

Figure 8: Task Blueprint for localizing disconnected subgraphs in BBR Engineering.

Figure 9: Task Blueprint for localizing tasks involved with too many work products in BBR Engineering.

previous case study, the project management task defines
many outputs and for the same reasons cannot be changed.
However, the tasks Data Base Design and Component Design could be decomposed to reach a homogeneous process
model definition.
DTS. Avispa was also applied to the process of DTS
for identifying and localizing both kinds of error patterns
(see Figs. 10 and 11). Only two tasks were found disconnected showing a careful specification job: Identify Requirements Provider and Change Requirements Reception. These

tasks are critical to manage requirements change, so this
part of the process would not be instanciated adequately at
projects.
The process in DTS includes 57 tasks, and 6 of them were
found to be multi purpose tasks (10.5%) painted in red in
Fig. 11. Similar to the previous cases, most of these tasks are
part of the project management and this characteristic cannot be changed. But, the Generating Implementation Document and Requirements Review tasks could be decomposed,

Figure 10: Task Blueprint for localizing disconnected subgraphs in DTS.

Figure 11: Task Blueprint for localizing tasks involved with too many work products in DTS.

whereas Help Diagram Development could be specialized for
each specific help diagram to be designed.

5.

RELATED WORK

Software process model quality can be addressed from different approaches: metrics [2], testing [11,21], simulation [7],
or formal verification [6]. Metrics work fine for data of the
overall software process model, but metrics for partial portions of the process or individual process elements are usually not a suitable presentation for a reviewer. Process testing is an effective way to evaluate a process model; assesments and audits are based on data of executed projects,
but executing the process is expensive. Our approach provides a means for a priori evaluation of the software process
quality. Cook and Wolf [3] present a formal verification and
validation technique for testing and measuring the discrepancies between process models and actual executions. The
main limitation of testing is that it can only be carried out
once the process model has already been implemented, tailored and enacted. Simulation has a shorter cycle, but it still

requires enactment data to be reliable. Formal checking is
effective too but it presents semantic limitations [26]. In
Avispa we use metrics as a basis for building two visualization layers that help process engineers to localize problems
in the models. We propose a complementary approach to
analyze software process models in an early way, based on
reviewing the architectural views of a software process model
defined as Software Process Blueprints [10]. There, each
blueprint is built following a model-driven strategy where
the process model is separated in a set of partial views that
may be more illustrative for finding errors. However, the
usability and complexity of process model blueprints was
threatened when dealing with large and complex process
models. According our practical experience with Avispa,
it has improved usability by identifying a set of common error patterns, and highlighting them, but more importantly
it encapsulates specialize knowledged of an expert software
process engineer for identifying improvement opportunities
and thus requiring less experienced process engineers.

As stated by Osterweil [17], software processes are software too, so techniques that apply to software programs can
be also applied in process models. Finding error patterns in
source code has been fairly successful [5, 13], so following a
similar approach we have been able, based on a vast empirical experience, to automatically identify and localize a series
of error patterns in software process models. The classical
domain for software visualization is software source code.
There has been a great deal of work on visualizing classes
and methods [12], software architecture [14], and even source
code annotations [1]. The work presented in this paper has
the same rationale: providing concise information about an
engineering artifact in order to maintain and improve it. By
taking some of these ideas and applying them to analyze
software process models, the analysis obtained similar benefits to those achieved with other software artifacts.
Osterweil and Wise [18] demonstrated how a precise definition of a software development process can be used to
determine whether the process definition satisfies some of
its requirements. A definition of a Scrum process written
in the Little-JIL process definition language is presented to
motivate their contributions. We developed a similar analysis [9] to Scrum process model using Avispa where we found
a number of specification problems. In general both approaches show the advantages of a precise specification of
the process. Applying Avispa implies also to import a EPF
process, measure it and to generate a set of views with interactive instances of the patterns. So, the process engineer
can analyze the software process quality. Soto et. al. [22]
present a case study that analyzes a process model evolution
using the history of a large process model under configuration management with the purpose of understanding model
changes and their consequences. The goal of Soto et. al. is
oriented toward the impact of the changes in the software
process models whereas our approach is oriented to early
analyzing a new or changed process model just before the
model is used in a specific project. Soto’s approach also analyzes the changes on the process elements using many XML
files.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a set of error patterns, implemented as part of Avispa, a tool for process model analysis that localizes a set of identified potential errors within
a process model specified in SPEM 2.0. These errors may
come either from process conceptualization or from misspecifications. We describe how each of the error patterns identified are found in the appropriate process blueprint, and we
made Avispa highlight them.
The process models of some of the Chilean companies we
were working with for the last years have been analyzed
using Avispa. Some errors were found, as well as some improvement opportunities, showing the effectiveness of the
patterns and the tool. These errors were not foreseen by process engineers, but they agreed they wer real improvement
opportunities. We have also applied Avispa for analyzing
the publicly available process model of Scrum6 [9]. The errors found in this case are consistent with other reported
analyses.
6
Scrum: http://www.eclipse.org/epf/downloads/scrum/scrum
downloads.php

The quality of the analysis highly depends on the quality
of the definition of the error patterns. Even though the error
patterns presented in this paper have shown to be effective
in finding improvement opportunities, there is some room
for fine tuning them. For example, determining that a task
is too complex if it is more than one standard deviation
from the mean, may not help discriminating really badly
specified elements, and maybe two standard deviations is
a better measure. We may also define the error pattern as
parametric in the number of standard deviations considered.
The tool is targeted to those software process models formally specified in SPEM 2.0. This may be one of its main
limitations since it is hard and expensive to formally define
a complete process mainly for small software organizations.
However, if a company decides it is worth the effort, then
Avispa provides an added value to this investment assuring,
at least partially, the quality of the specified process.
As part of our ongoing work, we are defining a set of solution patterns that the tool will suggest, so that each error
pattern found could be solved in an assisted manner. In this
way, the round trip for software process improvement will be
complete. Therefore, we will be ready to apply Avispa to
ten Chilean software enterprises as part of ADAPTE, a large
government funded project.
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